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Abstract
We propose a new data structure to search in metric spaces. A metric space is formed by a collection
of objects and a distance function de ned among them,
which satis es the triangular inequality. The goal is,
given a set of objects and a query, retrieve those objects close enough to the query. The number of distances computed to achieve this goal is the complexity measure. Our data structure, called sa-tree (\spatial approximation tree"), is based on approaching spatially the searched objects. We analyze our method and
show that the number of distance evaluations to search
among n objects is o(n). We show experimentally that
the sa-tree is the best existing technique when the metric space is high-dimensional or the query has low selectivity. These are the most dicult cases in real applications.

1. Introduction
The concept of \approximate" searching has applications in a vast number of elds. Some examples are
non-traditional databases (where the concept of exact
search is of no use and we search for similar objects, e.g.
databases storing images, ngerprints or audio clips);
machine learning and classi cation (where a new element must be classi ed according to its closest existing
element); image quantization and compression (where
only some vectors can be represented and those that
cannot must be coded as their closest representable
point); text retrieval (where we look for words in a
text database allowing a small number of errors, or we
look for documents which are similar to a given query
or document); computational biology (where we want
to nd a DNA or protein sequence in a database allowing some errors due to typical variations); function
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prediction (where we want to search the most similar
behavior of a function in the past so as to predict its
probable future behavior); etc.
All those applications have some common characteristics. There is a universe U of objects, and a nonnegative distance function d : U  U ?! R+ de ned
among them. This distance satis es the three axioms
that make the set a metric space
d(x; y) = 0 , x = y
d(x; y) = d(y; x)
d(x; z )  d(x; y) + d(y; z )
where the last one is called the \triangular inequality"
and is valid for many reasonable similarity functions.
The smaller the distance between two objects, the more
\similar" they are. This distance is considered expensive to compute (think, for instance, in comparing two
ngerprints). We have a nite database S  U , which
is a subset of the universe of objects and can be preprocessed (to build an index, for instance). Later, given
a new object from the universe (a query q), we must retrieve all similar elements found in the database. There
are three typical queries of this kind:
(a) Retrieve all elements which are within distance r
to q. This is, fx 2 S = d(x; q)  rg.
(b) Retrieve the closest elements to q in S . This is,
fx 2 S = 8y 2 S; d(x; q)  d(y; q)g.
(c) Retrieve the k closest elements to q in S . This
is, retrieve a set A  S such that jAj = k and
8x 2 A; y 2 S ? A; d(x; q)  d(y; q).
Given a database of jS j = n objects, all those queries
can be trivially answered by performing n distance
evaluations. The goal is to structure the database such
that we perform less distance evaluations.
A particular case of this problem arises when the
space is Rk. There are e ective methods for this
case, such as kd-trees [3] or R-trees [9]. However, for
roughly 20 dimensions or more those structures cease

to work well. We focus in this paper in general metric
spaces, although the solutions are well suited also for
k-dimensional spaces. It is interesting to notice that
the concept of \dimensionality" can be translated to
metric spaces as well: the typical feature in high dimensional spaces is that the probability distribution
of distances among elements has a very concentrated
histogram (with larger mean as the dimension grows),
diculting the work of any similarity search algorithm
[5, 7]. In the extreme case we have a space where
d(x; x) = 0 and 8y 6= x; d(x; y) = 1, where it is impossible to avoid a single distance evaluation at search
time. We say that a general metric space is high dimensional when its histogram of distances is concentrated.
There are a number of methods to preprocess the
set in order to reduce the number of distance evaluations. All them work by discarding elements with the
triangular inequality.
In this work we present a new data structure to answer similarity queries in metric spaces. We call it satree, or \spatial approximation tree". It is based on
a completely novel concept, namely to approach the
query spatially, getting closer and closer to it, instead
of the generally used technique of partitioning the set
of candidate elements. We start by presenting an ideal
data structure that, as we prove, cannot be built, and
then design a tradeo which can be built. We analyze the performance of the structure, showing that the
number of distance evaluations is o(n). We also experimentally compare our data structure against previous
work, showing that it outperforms all the other schemes
for high dimensions or queries with large radii.

2. Previous Work
Di erent tree structures have been proposed to lter out elements based on the triangular inequality.
Burkhard-Keller Trees (bk-trees) [6] are designed for
discrete distance functions: they select a pivot element
p as the root of the tree, and put at child i the elements
which are at distance i to the pivot. Each subtree is
recursively built with the same technique until there
are b elements or less, in which case the elements are
simply stored in a \bucket" at the tree leaf. A type (a)
query q with tolerance radius r is searched by measuring d(p; q), reporting p if appropriate, and entering only
into subtrees numbered d(p; q) ? r to d(p; q) + r. The
rest are ltered out with the triangle inequality. The
buckets reached are exhaustively compared against q.
Fixed Queries Trees (fq-trees) [2] are an evolution
where the same pivot is used for all the nodes of the
same level of the tree. In this case the pivot does not
need to belong to the subtree. Many comparisons are

saved in the backtracking process because only one different pivot per level exists. However, the tree is taller.
A variant called Fixed Height fq-tree (fhq-tree) is also
proposed where all the leaves are at the same depth h,
regardless of the bucket size.
Vantage Point Trees (vp-trees) [13, 15] are designed
for continuous distance functions. The root has two
equal-size subtrees that divide the elements in closer
to and farther from the root. This can be extended to
m-ary trees (mvp-trees) [5, 4].
Generalized hyperplane trees (gh-trees) [13] use two
pivots for each tree node and divide the space according to which of the two pivots is closer to each object. If this is generalized to an m-ary partition then a
Geometric Near-neighbor Access Tree (gna-tree) is obtained [5], which makes a Voronoi-like partition of the
space [1] among the m pivots at each node of the tree.
Finally, algorithms like AESA [14], LAESA [11, 10]
and others [12, 8] are based in a common idea: k pivots
are selected and each object is mapped to k coordinates
which are its distance to the pivots. Later, the query
q is also mapped and if it di ers from an object in
more than r along some coordinate then the element is
ltered out by the triangle inequality. The rest of the
elements are directly compared.

3. Spatial Approximation
We concentrate in this section on queries of the type
(b). Instead of the known algorithms to solve approximate queries by dividing the set of candidates, we try
a di erent approach here. In our model, we are always positioned at a given element of S and try to get
\spatially" closer to the query (i.e. move to another
element which is closer to the query than the current
one). When this is no longer possible, we are positioned
at the nearest element to the query in the set.
Those approximations are performed only via
\neighbors". Each set element a 2 S has a set of
neighbors N (a), and we are allowed to move only to
neighbors. The natural structure to represent this restriction is a directed graph. The nodes are the elements of the set and the neighbors are connected by
an edge. More speci cally, there is an edge from a to
b if it is possible to move from a to b in a single step.
Once such graph is suitably de ned, the search
process for a query q is simple: start positioned at a
random node a and consider all its neighbors. If no
neighbor is closer to q than a, then report a as the
closest neighbor to q. Otherwise, select some neighbor
b closer to q than a and move to b. We can choose b as
the neighbor which is closest to q or as the rst one we
nd closer than a.

In order for that algorithm to work, the graph must
contain enough edges. The simplest graph that works
is the complete graph, i.e. all pairs of nodes are neighbors. However, this implies n distance evaluations just
to check the neighbors of the rst node! We prefer the
graph which has the least possible number of edges and
still allows to answer correctly all queries. This graph
G must enforce the following property:
Condition 1:
8a 2 S , 8q 2 U , if 8b 2
N (a); d(q; a)  d(q; b), then 8b 2 S; d(q; a)  d(q; b).
This means that, given any possible element q, if
we cannot get closer to q from a going to its neighbors, then it is because a is already the element closest
to q in the whole set S . Expressed in this way it is
the same that we already had, and therefore it is clear
that if G satis es Condition 1 we can search by spatial
approximation. We seek a minimal graph of that kind.
This can be seen in another way: each a 2 S has a
subset of U where it is the proper answer (i.e. the set
of objects closer to a than to any other element of S ).
This is the exact analogous of a \Voronoi region" for
Euclidean spaces in computational geometry [1]. The
answer to the query q is the set element a which owns
the Voronoi region where q lies. We need, if a is not the
answer, to be able to move to another element closer to
q. It is enough to connect each a with all its \Voronoi
neighbors" (i.e. set elements whose Voronoi area shares
a border with that of a), since if a is not the answer,
then a Voronoi neighbor will be closer to q (this is exactly the Condition 1 just stated).
Consider the hyperplane between a and b (i.e. which
divides the area of points x closer to a or closer to
b). Each neighbor b we add to a will make the query
to move from a to b provided q is in b's part of the
hyperplane. Therefore, if (and only if) we add all the
Voronoi neighbors to a, the only zone where the query
would not move away from a will be exactly the area
where a is the closest neighbor.
In a k-dimensional space, the minimal graph we seek
corresponds to the classical Voronoi graph (where elements which are Voronoi neighbors are connected).
The Voronoi graph (generalized to arbitrary spaces) is
therefore the ideal answer in terms of space complexity,
and should have good performance too.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to compute the
Voronoi graph of a general metric space given only the
set of distances among elements of S and no further indication of the structure of the space. This is because,
given the set of jS j2 distances, di erent spaces will have
di erent Voronoi graphs. Moreover, it is not possible
to prove that a single edge from any a to b nodes is
not in the Voronoi graph. Therefore, the only super-

set of the Voronoi graph that works for an arbitrary
metric space is the complete graph, and as explained
this graph is useless. This outrules the data structure
for general applications. We formalize this notion as a
theorem.
Theorem: given a set S of elements in an unknown
metric space U , and given the distances among each
pair of elements in S , then for each a; b 2 S there exists
a valid metric space U where a and b are connected in
the Voronoi graph of S .
Proof: given the set of distances, we create a
new element x 2 U such that d(a; x) = M + ,
d(b; x) = M , and d(y; x) = M + 2 for all others y 2 S . This satis es all triangle inequalities provided   1=2 miny;z2S fd(y; z )g and M 
1=2 maxy;z2S fd(y; z )g. Therefore, such an x may exist
in U . Now, given the query q = x and given that we
are currently at element a, b is the element nearest to x
and the only way to move to b without getting farther
from q is a direct edge from a to b. See Figure 1. This
argument can be repeated for any pair a; b 2 S .
arc needed
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Figure 1. Illustration of the theorem.

4. The Spatial Approximation Tree
We make two crucial simpli cations to the general
idea to achieve a feasible solution. The resulting simpli cation answers only a reduced set of queries, but
we show later how to solve the general case using the
same structure.
(1) We do not start traversing the graph from a random node but from a xed one, and therefore there is
no need of all the Voronoi edges.
(2) Our graph will only be able to answer correctly
queries q 2 S , i.e. only elements already present in the
database.
Given those simpli cations, we can build the analogous to the Voronoi graph to search by spatial approximation queries of type (b). Actually, the result is not
a graph but a tree, which we call the sa-tree (\spatial
approximation tree"). Later, we show how to use this
tree to search any query q 2 U (not only q 2 S ), for
problems of type (a), (b) and (c) (not only (b)).

4.1. Construction Process

Build (Node

We select an element a 2 S to be the root of the
tree. We then select a suitable set of neighbors N (a)
satisfying the following property:
Condition 2: (given a; S) 8x 2 S, x 2 N (a) ,
8y 2 N (a) ? fxg; d(x; a) < d(x; y).
That is, the neighbors form a set such that any
neighbor is closer to a than to any other neighbor. Notice that the set is de ned in terms of itself in a nontrivial way. We want the smallest possible set N (a).
Observe that if d(x; a)  d(x; y) and y is already
in N (a), then x is not in N (a). Therefore, we can
de ne an \exclusion graph" where in the mentioned
case y has an edge to x. However, there are loops in the
exclusion graph. For instance, it may be the case that,
by adding y to N (a), x is excluded, and vice versa. The
minimal set of neighbors sought is a maximal subset
of the nodes with no edges among them. This is a
particular case of the Independent Set problem, which
is NP-complete. It is not immediate that Independent
Set can be reduced to this problem but it also seems
not easy to take advantage of our particular case.
However, simple heuristics which add more neighbors than necessary work well. We begin with the initial node a and its \queue" holding all the rest of S .
Since we expect that closer nodes are more likely to
be neighbors, we rst sort the set of nodes by distance
to a. Then, we start adding nodes to N (a) (which is
initially empty). Each time we consider a new node b,
we see if it is closer to some element of N (a) than to a
itself. If that is not the case, we add b to N (a). At the
end we have a suitable set of neighbors. We now put
each node not in fag [ N (a) in the queue of its closest
element of N (a). Observe that this requires a second
pass on the queue once N (a) is fully determined.
We are done now with a, and process recursively all
its neighbors, each one with the elements of its queue.
Note that the resulting structure is not a graph but a
tree, which can be searched for any q 2 S by spatial
approximation for queries of type (b). The reason why
it works is that, at search time, we can repeat what
happened with q during the construction process until
we reach q (this is because q is already in the tree). Being a tree, the space needed by this structure is O(n).
Figure 2 depicts the building process, where the rst
invocation is Build(a,S ? fag) with a a random element of the set S .
A problem with this structure is that it is dicult
to add new elements, since the construction algorithm
needs all elements. Each time a new element is inserted, we must go down the tree until the new element must become a neighbor of the current node. All
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Figure 2. Construction algorithm.

the subtree must be rebuilt from scratch (since some
nodes that went into another neighbor could prefer now
to get into the new neighbor). An alternative is to have
a queue per node with \extra" elements against which
the query must be compared but have no subtree to
follow. At periodic intervals, the index must be rebuilt
to maintain the search eciency.
4.2. Searching

Of course it is of little interest to search only for elements q 2 S . The tree we have described can, however,
be used as a device to solve queries of any type for any
q 2 U . We start with type (a).
The key observation is that the answers to the query
are elements q0 2 S . So we use the tree to pretend that
we are searching an element q0 2 S . We do not know
q0 , but using q we have some distance information: by
the triangular inequality it holds that for any x 2 U ,
d(x; q) ? r  d(x; q0)  d(x; q) + r, where r is the
tolerance of our search.
Therefore, instead of simply going to the closest
neighbor, we rst determine the closest neighbor of q
among fag [ N (a) (say it is c). We then enter into
all neighbors b 2 N (a) such that d(q; b)  d(q; c) + 2r.
This is because the virtual element q0 we are searching
for can di er from q in at most r at any distance evaluation. In the way, we report all the nodes we have seen
which are close enough to q. Therefore, what was originally conceived as a search by spatial approximation
along a single path is combined now with backtracking,
so that we search by a number of paths.
Figure 3 depicts the algorithm. Initially, a is the
root of the tree. Notice that in the recursive case d(a; q)
is already known. Below we show an example of the
search process, starting from p11 (tree root). Only p9

is in the result, but all the bold edges are traversed.
Search (Node

a,

Query

q,

Radius

d(a; q)  r then Report a
N children nodes of a
mind minc2fag[N d(c; q)
for b 2 N do
if d(b; q)  mind + 2r then

r)

if

bqr

Search ( , , )

R
x is px, where 01 px dx = 1 (that is, px is the histogram of distances). We call Px Rthe
probability that
the distance is < x, i.e. Px = 1 ? x1 px dx.
We select a random node as the root and determine
which others are going to be neighbors. Imagine that
a is the selected as root and b is an already present
neighbor. The probability that a given node c is closer
to a than to b is
Z1
px Px dx
A=
0

p3
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q
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Figure 3. Search algorithm and example.

To solve queries of type (b), we start searching with
r = 1, and reduce r each time a new comparison is
performed that gives a distance smaller than r. All the
elements seen with the smallest distance found form the
answer. In this case it is important to enter into each
neighbor in order (closer neighbors rst) to increase
the chance of quickly reducing the tolerance r. Queries
of type (c) are solved as a generalization of those of
type (b): instead of just the closest neighbor we keep
k closest neighbors and set r as the distance from q to
the farthest among the k.
Finally, we can save some comparisons at query time
by storing at each node a the maximum distance between a and any element in the subtree rooted by a.
This information may show that it is not necessary to
get into some subtrees at query time.

5. Analysis
We analyze now our sa-tree structure. Our analysis
is simpli ed in many aspects, for instance it assumes
that the distance distribution of nodes that go into a
subtree is the same as in the global space. We also
do not take into account that we sort the queue before
selecting neighbors (the results are pessimistic in this
sense, since it looks as if we had more neighbors). This
analysis is done for a continuous distance function, although adapting it to the discrete case is immediate.
For the analysis that follows, we assume that the
probability that two random elements are at distance

(where px refers to the possible values of d(b; c) and Px
refers to d(a; c)). Therefore, if j neighbors are already
present, the probability that we add another neighbor
is that of being closer to a than to any neighbor, which
is Aj . Calling Xj the random variable that counts the
number of attempts to obtain the (j + 1)-th neighbor
given that there are already j , we have that Xj is hypergeometric with mean 1=Aj . From scratch, we need
X0 + X1 + ::: + XN ?1 elements to obtain N neighbors.
Since the expectation commutes with the sum, the average
P number of elements needed to obtain N neighbors
is Nj=0?1 1=Aj = (A?N ? 1)=(A?1 ? 1).
We want to nd which neighbor are we trying to add
when the queue is exhausted, to determine how many
neighbors we have on average. 1. If the queue has n
elements, we equate n with the previous expression to
get that the average number of neighbors is
N (n) = log1=A (1 + n(A?1 ? 1)) = (log n)
although the constants depend on the probability distribution
This allows to determine some parameters of our
index. For instance, since on average (n= log n) elements go into each subtree, the average depth of a leaf
in the tree is
 log n 
 n 
H (n) = 1 + H log n =  log log n
The construction cost is as follows (in terms of distance evaluations). The queue of n elements is compared against the root node. (log n) elements are selected as neighbors and then all the other elements are
compared against the neighbors and are inserted into
one queue. Then, all neighbors are recursively built.
 n 
 n log2 n 
B (n) = n log n + log(n)B log n =  log log n
The space needed by the index (number of links) is
O(n) because we have a tree.

1 The exact solution is N (n) = P 0 , where P = A (1 +
P ?1 +1 ) + (1 ? A )P ?1 and P0 = 0. We have proved that
P is O(log n), but the proof is not included for lack of space.
n;
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n;k
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We analyze the search times now. Since we enter
into many neighbors, we must determine which is the
amount of backtracking performed. The probability
that, given the root a and j neighbors v1:::vj , the element c 2 fa; v1; :::; vjg closest to q is at distance  x
from q is P (d(q; c)  x) = P (d(q; a)  x)P (d(q; v1) 
x)  :::  P (d(q; vj )  x) = (1 ? Px )j+1 .
Therefore, the probability of entering into a given
neighbor vi is P (d(q; vi)  dR(1q; c) + 2r) = P (d(q; c) 
d(q; vi) ? 2r)  P2r+ + 2r+ px (1 ? Px?2r )j+1dx,
where the inequality holds for any   0 and becomes equality for  = 0. In the integral, px represents the possible values of d(q; vi). Now, since
j = (log n)  s ln n for some
have that
R 1 s > s0,ln(1we
pxn ?Px? r ) dx 
the probability is PR 2r+ + 2r+
1 p dx, which is smaller than
P2r+ + nsln(1?P ) 2r+
x
P2r+ + n? for = ?s ln(1 ? P) > 0. Hence, there
is a constant part plus a negligible term. The constant
part appears because all neighbors at distance 2r or
less from q must be traversed no matter how close is the
closest neighbor. Since there are (log n) neighbors, all
them are compared against q, and on average we enter
into P2r+ (log n)+ O(n? log n) of them. This makes
the search cost Q(n) = log(n)(1 + P2r+ Q(n= log n)),
whose solution is
2

 log(1=P2r+ ) 

n
= n1?(1=loglogn)
Q(n) = n1?
To give an idea of this complexity, we note that it
is o(n=polylog(n)) but !(nx ) for any x < 1. The e ect
of the dimensionality is present in P2r . As the dimension is higher, we need that r approaches the mean
of the distribution of distances in order to retrieve at
least one element. But since the histogram is more and
more concentrated and the mean larger, by the time the
cummulative distribution Pr ceases to be zero, P2r is
almost one, since almost all the signi cant values are
between Pr and P2r [7]. This makes the exponent of n
tend to 1 as the dimension grows.
log log

6. Experimental Results
We have tested our sa-tree and previous work on
a synthetic set of random points in a k-dimensional
space. However, we have not used the fact that the
space has coordinates, treating the points as abstract
objects in an unknown metric space. This choice allows
us to control the exact dimensionality we are working with, which is not so easy if the space is a general metric space or the points come from a real situation (where, despite that they are immersed in a kdimensional space, their real dimension can be lower).
Our tests use the Euclidean distance and four di erent

dimensions: 5, 10, 15 and 20. For each dimension, we
generated 6 groups of data sets, from n = 50; 000 to
n = 300; 000 elements.
For each dimension, the height of the tree, average
leaf depth and maximum arity of a node remain quite
stable as n grows, showing a very small increment. For
instance, on 10 dimensions they are (respectively) 12,
6.69 and 19 for n = 50; 000; and 13, 8.10 and 23 for
n = 300; 000. The dimension has much more impact
than the set size n, making the tree of smaller height
and larger arity. For instance, for n = 200; 000 the
height, average leaf depth and arity are (respectively)
24, 12.89 and 9 for 5 dimensions; and 9, 5.51 and 67
for 20 dimensions.
In general, the sa-tree is more expensive to build
than most other data structures. The construction
times (averaged over 10 runs) are shown in Figure 4,
measured in number of comparisons per element. The
curves show the slightly superlinear behavior predicted
in the analysis.
220
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Figure 4. Comparisons per element to build the tree.

We consider search times now. We have performed
range queries returning 0.01%, 0.1% and 1% of the total set size. This corresponds to more or less selectivity in the query (returning less elements is easier). The
search radius to achieve each percentage grows with the
dimension of the set, but remains stable as n grows.
Figure 5 shows how the percentage of elements considered decreases as n grows, for di erent dimensions and
selectivities (all the results have under 2% of error with
95% con dence). This shows that the number of comparisons is sublinear in the size of the set (as predicted)
and that all the search times worsen as the dimension
or the search radius grow.
We matched our cost model t = an1?c=ln(ln(n))
against the curves. The match is quite good, improving

for more dimensions. The values of c (corresponding
to log(1=P2r )) are as high as 1.79 for 0.01% selectivity
in 5 dimensions and as low as 0.16 for 1% selectivity in
20 dimensions.

45

of size 1, which gives optimum performance. For bktrees, fq-trees and fhq-trees we use slices at distances
0.15, 0.35, 0.45 and 0.55, as the dimension goes from 5
to 20. For mvp-trees the best arity was always 2 (i.e.
vp-trees). For gna-trees we used arities of 4, 6, 10 and
14 as the dimension goes from 5 to 20.
The only case where we could not select the optimum setup is for fhq-trees and k-pivots. This is because their optimum needs so much memory that it
cannot be achieved in practice. We have therefore limited the tree height (or number of pivots) so that their
space requirement is 3 times that of sa-trees, which
also matches the maximum space requirements of any
other structure and is the maximum we can handle in
our machine (64 Mb of RAM). This means using 12
pivots for k-pivots, and fhq-trees of heights 18, 21, 23
and 25 (growing with the dimension to use the same
amount of memory). In all cases we selected the pivots and structure elements (tree roots, etc.) randomly,
since there are no clear criteria in the source papers.
As seen in Figure 6, sa-trees become the best as the
dimension grows or the query becomes less selective,
the most dicult cases in practice.
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7. Conclusions
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Figure 5. Set fraction traversed with the sa-tree.

Finally, Figure 6 compares our sa-trees against other
data structures. This time we x n = 250; 000 and
show how the results change with the dimension. We
have tested bk-trees, fq-trees, fhq-trees, mvp-trees,
gna-trees and k-pivots, manually selecting the best parameters for each structure. All the trees use buckets

We have presented a new data structure, the sa-tree,
to search in metric spaces by approaching the query
spatially rather than by reducing the set of candidates
as in other approaches. As a byproduct we prove that
no reasonable superset of the Voronoi graph of a metric
space can be built using only the matrix of distances.
The sa-tree shows very good behavior on high dimensions (where the problem is more dicult) but is
not so good when the problem is easier (low dimensions). This enables the possibility of designing hybrid
schemes, such as replacing all the small enough subtrees (where the intrinsic dimension is lower) by another data structure better suited for that case. It
is also possible to combine the sa-tree with a hierarchical clustering scheme, using the tree as a device
to search among the clusters representatives at each
level. We are currently working on those issues. We are
also working on an extension of the sa-tree, an acyclic
graph, where some redundancy is added to the tree
in order to reduce backtracking in exchange for higher
space requirements and construction cost. Finally, a
problem still open is how to allow dynamic insertion
and deletion of elements without degrading the performance. We are studying an alternative construction
scheme where each element is inserted into the rst
neighbor closer than the root (instead of the closest
neighbor). With this strategy we can pretend that the

100

80

%

new incoming element was the last one in the queue,
which means that when it becomes a neighbor it can
be simply added as the last neighbor. This allows to
build the structure by successive insertions. Preliminary experimental results, however, indicate that the
structure is very unbalanced and inferior to the current
one.
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data structures, for n = 250; 000.

